
Tip: Gently wipe off any residual soot from all cut edges 
using a little rubbing alcohol on a clean cloth.

1. Mount the Sink (S) to the under-
side of the Countertop (C). Put 
this assembly aside.

2. Place the Back Wall (BW) flat on 
your work surface.

3. Glue both Side Walls (SW) to the 
Back Wall (BW). They will be standing 
upright.

4. Glue the Front Wall (FW) to both Side 
Walls (SW). Notice that the FW is taller 
than it is wide. The notches help assure 
correct orientation. Let the glue set for 
a few minutes.

5. Glue the Front Trim (FT) onto the 
Front Wall (FW). Apply glue to the 
smooth side of the Front Trim (FT) not 
the etched side since the etched side 
is outward facing. Also, apply glue to 
the inside area of the Front Trim (FT) 
only since the left and right edges 
will be visible. Do not add glue to the 
Front Wall (FW) surface as parts of it 
will be visible. The Front Trim (FT) is flush at the top and 
centered on the sides. 

6. Glue the Side Trim (ST) onto each Side Wall (SW). These fit 
between the Back Wall (BW) and the Front Trim (FT) and 
are flush at the top.

 7. Glue the Countertop (C), with the sink in place from Step 1, 
onto the vanity. It is flush at the back and centered on the 
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PARTS LIST:
Back Wall (BW)
Side Walls (SW) x2 
Front Wall (FW)
Front Trim (FT)
Side Trim (ST) x2
Countertop (C)
Sink (S)

SUPPLIES NEEDED:
Masking tape
Glue (such as #1249 Weldbond)
Dam clean cloth
Hardware
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
• Identify and inspect all parts using the Parts List and Parts Diagram.
• Read the directions completely before beginning the project.
• If possible, have a dedicated work area so that you are not unpack-

ing, repacking, and moving the project from place to place.
• Choose a work surface that is level, clean, dry, and protected from

glue spills.
• Do a dry fit, using masking tape to hold parts in place, to make sure

everything fits together correctly before assembling permanently.
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sides. Note that the Countertop (C) can be oriented with 
the sink forward or with the sink towards the back.  

Assembly of the Single Vanity Small is now complete. 
To finish, add wood filler to any gaps around the notches. 
Sand then paint.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD  — Small parts
Not for children under 3 yrs. 
Adult supervision required.
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